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ON DEBEKIND SUMS AND ANALOGS

By

Don Redmond, R. SitaramachandraRao and R. Sivaramakrishanan

Abstract The purpose of this paper is to point out a connection

between an identity due to Subrahmanyam and the Peterson-Knopp

identity for the classicalDedekind sum. We then consider the same

connection with regard to the Apostol-Vu generalization of the

Dedekind sum. We also consider some sums related to the classical

Dedekind sum.

1. Introduction.

We define the function ((x)) by

{% ―[x]―1/2 if x is not an integer

0 otherwise.

Let h and k be positiveintegers. The Dedekind sum S(h, k) is defined

(1.1) S(h, k)=
≫Cm

?
d*)

(U)X(
k /)

as

In [9] H. Rademacher and E. Grosswald have given a survey of the properties

of S(h, k). P. Subrahmanyam in [101 has shown that

(1.2) S S(h+bk, nk)~ S pt(d)S(hd, k)a(n/d)

{(mod n't d＼n

where fi(n)is the Mobius function and ain) is the sum of divisors function. In

[5] M.I. Knopp proved the following identity for S(a, h):

(1.3) S 2 S{ah+bk, dk)a(n)S(h, k).

ad = n 6(mod d)
d>0

This generalized an older identity of Petersson. Proofs of (1.3)have been given

by Goldberg in [4] using the identity (1.2) and Parson in [7] using Hecke

operators. In [8] Parson and Rosen have extended Knopp's identity to gener-

alized Dedekind sums.

Suppose A(x) and B(x) are given functions which are defined on the ra-

tionals and satisfy a relation of the form
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S F(x+b/q)=q≪F>F(qx)
6(mod g)

for every positive integer q, every rational number x and some constant v(F]

depending only on F. In [1] Apostol and Vu define a class of functions

･ f(h,k)= S A(n/k)B(hn/k),
n(mod fe)

which are called Dedekind sums of type (v(A), v{B)). It may be observed that

the classical Dedekind sum S{h, k), defined by (1.1),is of type (0, 0) and is

obtained by taking A(x)=B(x)=((x)).

In [1] Apostol and Vu generalize (1.2) and (1.3). Let f(h, k) be a Dedekind

sum of type (v{A), v{B)). Let l=l~v{A)-v(B) and

ax(n)=J}dx.
d＼n

They prove the following results. If k is a given integer, then

(1.5) S f{h+bk, nk)=n1'x 2 ft{d)d-'jCA'f(hd> k)ax{n/d)

bCmod n) din

and if n is a positive integer, then

(1.6) 23 rf"KB) 23 f(ah+bk, dk)=nv^ax{n)f(h, k).

ad=n 6(mod d)
d>0

The purpose of the paper is to point out the intrinsic connection between

Subrahmanyan's identity and Knopp's identity as well as qetween Apostol and

Vu's generalizations of these identities via a basic inversion principle. Incident-

ally, we derive a few analogues of Knopp's identity. In this connection, we

also introduced two sums T(h, k) and Sr(h, k) which are related to S(h, k).

2. An Inversion Principle.

Let f(m, n) and g{m, n) be complex valued functions defined for all positive

in tegers m and n. Define the two arithmetic functions eo(n) and e(n) by eo(n)

=[l/n] and e{n)―＼ for all positive integers n. Let e(n) and rj{n)be two

arithmetic functions related by the identity

(2.1) IJ e(n/d)7](d)=eo(n)

We say that e and yj are Dirichletinverses of each other.

Theorem 1. With e and rjas above we have

f{m, n)= S g(md, n/d)e(d)
d＼n

if and onlyif
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g{m, n)= S f{md, n/d)r)(d)

d＼n

2 7}(d)f(md, n/d)= 2 iy(d) 2 <t)g(mdt, s)
d＼n d＼n ts=n/d

= 2 ri{d)z{t)g{mdt,s)
dts=n

by (2.1) and the definition of e0

This proves that

= 2£(mn/s, s)__S 7](d)e(t)

= J}g(mn/s, s)eo(n/s)
sire

―g{m, n),

Tig(md, n/d)s(d)=f{m, n) implies 2 f(md, n/d)r){d)=g(rn, n)
d＼n dm
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The proof of the reverse implication is similar and is omitted. This completes

the proof of Theorem 1.

Corollary 1.1. We have

f(m, n)= 2 g{md, n/d)
d＼n

if and only if

g(m, n)= 2 fi(d)f(md, n/d).
d＼n

Proof. The result follows immediately from Theorem 1 if we take s(n)=

e(n)=l and r)(u)―pt(n),since it is known (see [6, Theorem 4.6]) that (2.1) is

valid for this choice of £and rj.

Theorem 2. Suppose f(m, n) and aim, n) are related by

(2.2) f(m, n)= S g(md, n/d)

d＼n

// G and H are arithmetic functions which are related by

(2.3)

then

(2.4)

s

ad = n

G(n)=J]H(d),

d＼n

G(a)g(ah, d)= S H(d)f(hd, n/d)

d＼n

Proof. By Theorem 4.7 of [6], we have, from (2.3),

H(n)=^[i{d)G(n/d).
d＼n
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By (2.2) and Corollary 1.1, we have

S G(a)g(ah, d)= S G(a) S ft(s)f(ahs,t)
ad =n ad=n st=d

= S G(a)fi(s)f(ahs, t)

Hfiht, n/t) S G(a)fi(s)

tin as=n

= HH(f)f(ht, n/t)

t＼n

by (2.4). This completes the proof of Theorem 2.

Theorem 3. The two identities(1.2) and (1.3) are equivalent.

Proof. We have only to appeal to Corollary 1.1 with appropriate choices

of f(m, n) and g(m, n). We take

f(m, n)=ff(n)S(m, n)

and

g(m, n)= 2 S(m+bn, mn).
B(modn)

Then (1.2)is equivalent to

g(m, n)=^fi(d)f(md, n/d),
d＼n

which, by Corollary 1.1,is equivalent to

f{m, n)= 23 g(md, n/d).
d＼n

This establishes the equivalence and completes the proof.

Theorem 4. Let G and H be arithmetic functions which are related by (2.3).

Then

(2.5) S G(a) S S(ah + bk, dk)= ^ H(d)S(hd, k)a(n/d)

art= n fifmod rf.1 rfIn

Proof. Denote the left hand side of (2.5) by L. Then, by (1.2), we have

L= 2 G{a)H[i{c)S{ahc, k)o(d/c)

ad-n c＼d

If we let m―ac, we have

L― S HG(m/c)[i{c)S{mh, k)o(n/m)
m＼n c＼m

= S S(mh, k)o(n/m) S G(m/c)ft(c)

m＼n c＼mmd=c.n

= 2 H(m)S(mh, k)o(n/m)

m.in
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by (2.4). This completes the proof of the theorem.

Corollary 4.1. We have

(1) S S S(ah+bk, dk)= S u(d)S(hd, k)o(n/d)

ad = n 6(mod d) dl(m,n)
(a, m)=l

for any positiveinteger m,

(2) S S S(a2h+bk, dk)=^l{d)S(hd, k)o(n/d)

where

(3)

a2d =n 6(mod d)

X is Liouvilie's function,

d＼ n

Sa S S(ah + bk, dk)=^c(m, d)S(hd

ad =n 6(mod <Z) d＼n

k)o(n/d)

where c(m, n) is Ramanujan's trigonometric sum defined by

(2.6)

(4)

c(m, ri)= S exp{2mkm/n)

K(mod n)(ft,n)=l

S a S S(ah+bk, dkk)= ?><p(d)S(hd, k)a(n/d)

ad = n bcmod di A＼n

where <p denotes Euler's quotent function, and

(5) S log a S S{ah+bk,dk)^T>A{d)S(hd,k)o{u/d),
ad =n 6(mod d) dire

wVere A is the von-Mangoldt function defined by

A(n)=
＼log p if n is a power of the prime p

0 otherwise.
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Prrf OF (1). If we take G(n)=eo{(m, n)), then, by (2.4), H(n)=fi(n). The

result follows from Theorem 4.

PROOF of (2). Recall that X(n) is defined by X(n)=(-lfin＼ where Q(n)

counts the total number of prime factors of n. Then, we have

{ 1 if n is a perfect square

dla 10 otherwise.

(see [4, p. 111]). The result follows from Theorem 4 if we take H(n)―k(n) and

f 1 if n is a perfect square
G(n)=＼

0 otherwise.

Proof of (3). From (2.6)we have

(n if n＼m
Sc(m, d)=＼
dln [0 otherwise.
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Thus, if we take H{n)―c{m, n) and

{ n if n＼m
G(n)=＼

[ 0 otherwise,

then the result follows from Theorem 4.

Proof of (4). Here we take H(n)=(p(n) and G(n)―n. Then for this choice

of G and H we see that (2.3) holds by Theorem 2.17 of [4]. The result then

follows from Theorem 4.

Proof of (5). By the definitionof A(n) and unique factorizationwe see that

S A(d)=log n

d＼n

Thus, if we take H(n)―A(n) and G(n)=log n

follows from Theorem 4.

This completes the proof of the corollary.

in Theorem 4, then the result

Note that (1) of Corollary 4.1 is a generalization of the Petersson-Knopp

identity (1.3), which is the case m―l.

Theorem 5. The two identities(1.5) and (1.6) are equivalent.

Proof. Let f(h, k) be a Dedekind sum of type (v(A), v(B)). Let

F(h, n)=n^ox{n)f{h, k)

and
G{h, n)=n-^B> 2 f{h+bk, nk)

&(mod n~>

where X=l-v(A)-v(B).

The identity (1.5) then states that

or

(2.7)

S f(h+bk, nk)=n^x S n{d)d~^f{hd, k)ox{n/d)

dtmod n) d＼n

= nKA)+KB> s ^(Dd-^Khd, k)ox{n/d)
d＼n

= n^CB) S (i{d){n/d)v^f{hd, k)ax(n/d)
d＼n

= nvCB^pi(d)F(hd, n/d)
d＼n

G(h, n)=^ft{d)F{hd, n/d).
d＼n

By Theorem 2, (2.7) is equivalent to

F(h, n)= S G{hd, n/d)

d＼n
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HA>Gx(n)f(h, k)= S d~KB) 23 f{hd+bk, dk)

d＼n 6Cmod d")
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which is (1.6).

Thus (1.5) implies (1.6). The reverse implication is obtained by taking the

above steps in reverse order. This completes the proof of the theorem.

Theorem 6. Let G and H be arithmetical functions related by

G(n)=n"^^H(d).
d＼n

Then

S G(a) 2 f(ah+bk,dk)=n1-xj:H(d)d^^f(hd, k)ax(n/d),
ad=n 6(rnodcO dm

where f is a Dedekind sum of type (v(A), v{B)) and X=l―v{A)―v(B).

This result generalizes (1.6). The proof is similar to that of Theorem 4

and so we omit it.

3. Analogues of Knopp's Identity

Theorem 7. // (h, k)=l, then

2 S M(6, d))S(ah{b, d), k)=<p(n)S(h, k).

ad = n ficmod d~>

Proof. We have

S 2 ju((6,d))S{ah{b, d), k)= S SMc)5(a/ic, ^^(J/c)

S S(mh, k)<p(n/m) 2 ≪(c)
ml n

md=cn

ci m

=<p(n)S(h, k),

by Theorem 4.6 of [4]. This completes the proof of Theorem 7.

Theorem 8. // / is an arithmetic function, then

(3.1) S /((a, n)) 2 5((a, n)h+bk, nk/(a, n))
a(modn) 6(mod n/(a,n))

= S S(r/z, ^)a(s)SMc)9>(cs)/(r/c).
rs=n c＼r

Proof. If we denote by L the left hand side of (3.1), we have, by (1.2),
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L= S <p(t)f(d)Zfi(c)S(hdc,k)o(t/c).
dt.-n c＼t

= S 2 [i(c)S(mh, k)o(n/m)f{m/c)<p(cn/m)

m＼n c＼m

= S S(rh, k)o(s)Htt(c)f(r/c)<p(cs),
rs=n c＼r

which gives the right hand side of (3.1) and completes the proof of Theorem 8.

Corollary 8.1. If n is square-free, then

S p((a, n)) S S((a, n)h+bk, nk/{a, n))
a(mod n) 6(mod n/Ca,n))

= S rfi(r)S(rh,k)a(s)<p(s).
rs=n

Proof. Let f(n)=/i(n) in Theorem 8. Since n is square-free and r＼n we

see that r is square-free. Thus

[t{c)ftir/c)=ftir)

for all c＼r. Thus, if f(n)=fi(n), then the right hand side of (3.1)is equal to

(3.2) S S(rh, k)o{s)^n{c)n{r/c)<p{cs)^ 2 S(rh, k)o(s)fi(r)^<p(cs).
rs=n c＼r rs=n c＼r

Again n square-free and rs―n implies that (r, s)=l. Since c＼r in the inner

sum we see that (c, s)=l and since <pis a multiplicativefunction [4, Theorem

2.15], we see that the inner sum in (3.2) is equal to

Sco(cs)=cp(s)S≪(c)=r≫(s),
c＼r C＼T

by Theorem 2.17 of [4]. If we combine these results we get the result of the

corollary and complete the proof.

Before giving our next analogue of the Petersson-Knopp identity (1.3) we

prove some lemmas.

Lemma 9.1. If x is any real number, we have

23 ((^ + x)) = n(d)((kx/d))
n (mod *)

Proof. We have

n(modk)＼＼k // E(mod*)＼＼^ // 0＼n

dl* 7l(mod*)V＼^ //
d＼n
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dift m(mod k/d)＼＼ffa //

= 2 ft(d)((kx/d))
d＼k

by Lemma 1 of [9]. This completes the proof.

Lemma 9.2. // x is any real number, then

.,.U(*+T)H≫'K(<r-o))
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Proof. Let g={a, k) and define a' and k' by k'―k/g and a'―alg. It

follows from the definition of ((*)) that it is periodic of period 1. Thus, for

any integer n, we have ((x + n))―((x)). Thus

m(mod fe)
((*+

a-P))=
2

((x+^))

R // m(modgk')＼＼ R //

n=0 m=0＼＼ /? //

k'
-l g-i / / a' n

53 53(U+a'ro+-^?

n = o m = 0＼＼ ff

))

g S
nfmod *

[[x + a'm+-jr))

n(mod k') ＼＼ R //

=e 2 ((≪ + -£))

m(mod k'}＼＼ R //

by Lemma 1 of [9] and the fact that since (a', k')=l as n runs through a com-

plete residue system modulo k' so does a'n. This completes the proof.

Lemma 9.3. For any real number x and integers a and k we have

2

n (mod k)
(n,≪=l

((*+ in ＼＼ fi{d) , , /( kx
v)rE^{k'ad＼K7k^d)

Proof. By Lemma 9.2,we have

2 ((* + -!£■))= 2

n(mod≪＼＼ K // n(modi)
(7J,fe)=l

))

((*+nr))
dl n
d＼k

d＼k n(mod fe/d)＼＼ R I a //
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S^dXa, k/d)(l
d＼k W

kx/d

TaTk/d)

= 2 4^(*.
ad)((-j.

which proves the result.

Theorem 9. We have

s

6(mod n)(.b,n)=l

S(h+bk, n£)=S

Proof. By Lemma 9

S S(h+bk, nk)=

b(mod n)(6, n)=l

Kd)

))

, ad)))

S fi(s)rS(hs, kirs, d))
din CL rs＼n

3, we have

23

6 (mod
(ft,n)

23 ((

n) mcmod n k) ＼＼
=l

= s
((-4

m(mod nk*> ＼＼TlK

m ＼＼// (h + bk)m ＼＼

nF/AV nfe //

)) s ((4+―))

//6(modn) ＼＼nk tl //
(6,7l)=l

= s (( m))n
^

mfmod n*A＼ 71k //din d

= Si^ 2
((

din CL m(modnk~)＼＼

= 2

= s

(,, ,<,)((≫*))

＼＼k(n,md)'/

―r-jYn, md)[{― -77-))nk // ＼＼k(n,md)//

Vr V ((
m

r＼n m (mod nk)＼＼ 71 R
(re, md)=r

))((t))

S fi(s)rS(hst,k{rs d)t)

S ft(s)rS(hs, k(rs, d))

ft(d)

d

fi(d)

d

ltd)

&＼n OL r＼n m

d＼n d rst=n

d＼n u rs＼n

since by (5) of [1], we have

(3.3) S(qh, qk)=S(h, k)

for any positive integer q, since the classicalDedekind sum is a Dedekind sum

of type of (0, 0). This completes the proof.

4. Carlitz's sum br{h, k).

Let Br{x) denote the rth Bernoulli polynomial and let Br(x)=Br(x ―[x]).

In [2] Carlitz defined, for (h, k)=l,

Cr(h, k)= S Bp+1-r(n/k)Br(hn/k).
n(mod ft)

In [1] it is stated that CT(h, k) is a Dedekind sum of type (r―p, l―r). Thus

by Theorem 1 of [1], we have
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(4.2) S Cr(h+bk, dk)=dl-p^u{t)tp~rCr(ht,k)op(d/t).
6(mod<Z) t＼d

Further,in [2~＼,Cariitzdefinesthe sums

(4.3)
br(h, k)=

±(-iy-{r)hr-sCs(h,
k)

s=o ＼S '
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In [2] Carlitz proves (4.2)in the case when d is a prime q and then remarks

that it does not seem possible a similar result for the sums in (4.3). We now

state such a result, which is an analog of Subrahmanyam's identity.

Theorem 10. We have

S br{h+mk, nk)=n1~p 2 dp-rpt(d)ap(u/d)br(hd, k).
m(mod n) din

PROOF. This follows immediately from (4.2) and (4.3) and so we omit the

details.

We can also give an analog of the Petersson-Knopp identity.

Theorem 11. We have

2 d1-1 S br(ah + mk, dk)=nr~pop{n)br{n, k)

= ad≫ B(mod d)
ii>0

Proof. If in Corollary 1.1 we take

f{m, n)=nr-pap(n)br(m, n) and g{m, n)=nT~1 2 br(m+bk, nk),
6(mod n)

then the result follows immediately.

5. The Sum T(h, k).

For x^O we define the fractionalpart of x by

{*} = *―[x].

Itis known [3] that

Thus, if q>l, then

(5.1)

S
＼x+-＼

=

±-(q-l)+{qx}

6(mod d) I # J 2 n

i(mod (J) I <7J

he sum defined for relatively {

nh,k)= s
m^＼

ncmod *) I ≪ J I /e J

is not a sum of Dedekind type. However, T(h, k) and S(h, k) are closely related

for all x. Therefore, the sum defined for relatively prime integers h and k by
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to one another.

(5.2)

Theorem 12. We have

T(h, k)=S(h, k)+k/4.

Proof. From [9] we have

and if (h, k)=l, then

Thus

T(h, k)=

re(mod ft)

((!))=≫

2 ((4-))=°

ncmod ft)＼＼＼k >>
t)(((-t

≫Cm?d*)

(U))((
k

))+2

4 s≪

Z nfmod

2

nfmod fe)

which completes the proof

((!))((

Theorem 13. // {h, k)=l, then

(5.3)

K)
2

7!(mod A)
o

T(h, k)+T(k, h)=j(h + k-l)+^(~ + j +
l_

hk

Proof. The reciprocity law for S(h, k) is given by

(5.4) S(h, k)+S(k, h)=-j(X/2)(h/k + k/h + -^)

(see [9]). Thus

T(h, k)+T(k, h)=S(h, k)+S(k, h)+(h + k)/4

and the result follows from (5.4) and completes the proof.

(6.1)

6. The Sum S'(n, k)

We define the sum

S'(h, k)=
≪

£.O((

(re,≪=l

nh
■

))

)

Our firstresult is a relatiinship between the two sums S(h, k) and S'(h, k),
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which, unfortunately, is not symmetric in h and k

Theorem 14. We have

S'(h, k)=Hft(d)S(h, k/d)
d＼k

Proof. We have

S'(h,k)= S ((

n(mod &)＼＼
d＼k

= 2/M S ((t)X(-t-))

ciIn

d＼k' ncmod */d)＼＼ ff/a //＼＼ ≪/a //
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= Hfi(d)S(h, kid),
d＼k

which proves the result.

The next theorem gives three results that are the exact analogues of the

corresponding results for the classicalDedekind sum.

Theorem 15. (1) // h'= ±h (mod k), then S＼h', k)=±S＼h, k).

(2) hh = ±l (modfe), then S＼h, k)=±S'(h, k).

(3) // /i2+ l=0 (mod k), then S'(h, k)=0.

Proof of (1). By Theorem 4.1 of [6] we see that ((x)) satisfies((±x))=

±((x)) and recall that ((x)) is periodic of period 1 so that for allintegers m, n

and q we have

Thus

((~^))=O

S'(h', k)= nexSwOXCx"))

(n,*)=l

rHwd k)＼＼ k //＼＼ k
(n,ft)=l

= ±5'(/i, jfe).

■

))

))

Proof of (2). By part (1), we need only prove the case M = l (mod k)

since hh = ―l (mod k) implies h(―h) = l (mod/?). Also hh = l (mod k) implies

that (h, k)=l. Thus hn covers a reduced residue system modulo k if n does.
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Thus, by part (1)

S'(h, k)= 2
((n))(( hn

n(modk) ＼＼k /A＼ ^

))

(n,k)=l

= s

n (mod k)((^))O
=S'(h, k).

Proof of (3). If /z2+l=0 (mod k), then hh= ―l (mod k). Thus, by part

(2), S'(h, k)=-S＼h, k) or S'{h, k)=0.

This r.omnletes the nronf.

Theorem 16. // o){k)counts the number of distinctprime factors of k and

j(k) equals their product, then

(6.2) S'(l, k)= s

n=l
(n,*)=i

s

71
= 1

(Jl,A)=l

k2

k2

(n l＼
＼k~~2)

s1

71= 1(n,≪=i

n2-

2

_

1

_

k

k-1

2

71 = 1

S2(k)-jS1(k)+

n + _

1

_

4

jS0(k)

s

n=＼

1

say. By definition we see that S0(k)=(p(k). The values of S^k) and S2(k) are

reasonably well-known (see [6, pp. 51 and 114]). For future reference we give

them exolicitlv:

(6.3)

and

(6.4)

ktrtk)
Sx(k) =

2

Sl(B=_*!£≪+(_1).<≪_2<*M≪

If we combine (6.2), (6.3) and (6.4) we obtain the result of the theorem and

rnmniete the nronf.

Theorem 17. If C=exp(2m/k), then
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4/? m =l 1―(3 n =l 1―(3

where c(w, n) is Ramanujan's sum (2.6).

Proof. On p. 114 of [9] the following identity is given

(6.5) ((t))~tJi ＼i-r" 2 A

1 *-l l+£m

Thus, by (6.1) and (6.5), we have

S'(h, k)=

which proves the result.

1 *-i l+Cr 1 *,

2k rS 1-C

run

=1 l+Cs

2k ti 1-C
_rnr+hsn
s '

1 k-i i+p k-i i+rs

4≪ r=l 1 ― U ≪=1
1 ―L n(mod*)

' ' (re,≪=l

1 *-! l_)_rr k-＼ 1-L.n

Corollary 17.1. We have

S'(A, ^=-7^3 S cot(^-)cot(-^-)c(r+/is, *)

4/2 r =l s=l ＼K / ＼K /

Proof. This followsimmediately from Theorem 17 since

cot(x)=cw and cot(x)=fe
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The original aim in deriving the identities of Theorems 16 and 17 was to

follow along the lines of various proofs of the reciprocity theorem for S(h, k),

(5.4), to prove a reciprocity theorem for S'(h, k). Unfortunately, we have not

succeeded in this goal. As seems to be indicated by the above results on

S'(h, k), as well as those that follow, the results for S'(h, k) correspond closely

to those for S(h, k). Thus, a reciprocity theorem like (5.4) does not seem

totally out of the question.

As another indication of how closely related S(h, k) and S'(h, k) we give

the following congruence satisfiedby the sum S'(h, k).

Theorem 18. // k^3 and (h, k)=l, then

(6.6) 6kS'(h, k)=2hk<p(k)+(~iy<k>h<p(r(k))-3k(p(k)/2(mod 6).
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Proof. We have

S'(h, k)
s

n (mod k

s

n=l

s

n=l
(n,ft)=l

,O((^))

rat-))

((t

- v1 H((

t)XOt

nh ＼＼ 1

))

k-1
2

n=l
(n.k)=l

))

Since ((x)) is periodic of period 1 and also an odd function and since (n, k)―l

if and only if (k ―n, k)=l we see that

Thus

S'(h, k)=

k-l

2

71 = 1

(n,k)=l

k-1
s

ra=l
(n.k)=l

= h

hn

k-i y^_

(n,k)=l

))=0

-(

1

_

2

hn ＼

~k~)

k-1
s

n = i

(.n.k)

2)

k h

and so, using the notation above,

6k2S'(h, k)=6hS2(k)-3kS1(k)-6k

Since

k-＼
2

71
= 1

(.n,k)=l
"hr)

k-1
s

71
= 1

f7l.*)=l

-(
hn
T

/ nh＼Mhr)

is an integer we see that

6kzS＼h,k^bhS^-US^k) (mod 6k).

Thus, by (6.3)and (6.4),we have

(6.7) 6k2S'(h,k)=2hk2(p(k)+(-l)^k^h(p(k)r(k)-3k2(p(k)/2(mod 6k).

Nntp.fl-mf

(6.8)

Thus, by (6.7) and (6.8), we have

6k2S'(h, k)=2hk2(p(k)+(-l)^k'kh(p(y(k))-3k2<p(k)/2 (mod 6k),

or, dividing by k,

6kS'(h, k)=2hk<p(k)+(-l)a'^h<p(.r(k))-3k(p(k)/2 (mod6),
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which proves our result.

Corollary 18.1. Ifk^Z and (h, k)=l, then

1) 6kS'(h, k) is an integer, and

2) if 3＼h, then bkS'(h, &)=0(mod3), and so 2kS'(h, k) is an integer.

Proof. 1) Since &S^3 implies that <p(k)is an even integer we see that

the right hand side of (6.6) is an integer and then so is the left hand side,

which is GkS＼h, k).

2) If 31 A, then 3 divides the right hand side of (6.6) and so 3 divides the

left hand side of (6.6). Thus, since the left hand side of (6.6)is 3 times some

integer we see that we must have that 2kS'(h, k) is an integer.

This completes the proof of the corollary.

As a finalindication of the close correspondence between the two sums

S(h, k) and S'(h, k) we give the S'-analogues for the identities(1.2) and (1.3).

We begin with the analogue of Subrahmanyam's identity. First we prove

a lemma about the classicalDedekind sum.

Lemma 19.1. // / is a positive integer, then

S S(h+blk, dk)- S ru{s)S{hs, k{l, sr))

6(mod d) rsid

Proof. We have, by Lemma 9.2,

S S(h+blk,dkk)= 2 S ((^))((~^-))

ntmod d*)＼＼ <i& //6(mod d)＼V ^ ^

-ntJtaSi-Zk))^' Ul)(ijd~rd)

= Sr 2
(( n ))(( nk ))

rid n(moddk) ＼＼dk /A＼ zk ''
(cL.nl)-r

(nl)b＼＼

~d~))

nh＼＼

dk))

= s s ((-^M-^f-)) s *!)

r＼dn(mod <U)＼＼ a≪ // ＼＼tk //rst = d
sr＼nl

= SrM≫) S (m)((4))

rs£= d re(mod dk) W dk >'
W rk //

sr/(l.sr)Ire

2 ru{s) S
((/, ＼^

rst= d urs/(Z,rs)(modrs£fe)＼＼(vi,ST)lK

// V
2 ru(s) S ((tttt

n
rs£=(i c(mod tKi,rs))＼＼rftU, Sf)

))＼＼(l,rs)k)/

＼＼(( sthv X)

/A＼tk(l,sr)//
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= S ra(s)S(hts, tk(l,sr))
rst=d

= %rfi(s)S(hs, k{l,sr)),
rs＼d

by (3.3). This completes the proof.

Theorem 19. // d is square-free and (d, k)=l, then

S S＼h+bk, dk)= S ft(t)^fi(s)S(hst,k)a(d/s),
6(mod d) t＼dk s＼d

Proof. We have, by Theorem 14 and (3.3),

S S'(h+bk, dk)= S 2 ft(m)S(h+bk, dk/m)
6(mod d) 6(mod d~>midk

2 Mm) 2 S(hm+hmk, dk)

m＼dk 6(mod d)

= S fi(m) S rfi(s)S(hms, k{m, sr)),
mid ft srid

by Lemma 19.1. If m＼dk, we see that since (d, k)=l we can write m=niim2,

where m^d and mz＼k. Then (m, sr)=(m1m2, sr)―(mu sr) since sr＼dand (w2, d)

=1. Since d is square, free we have (mu sr)=l. Thus

S S'(h-＼-bk, dk)= S fi(rnim2) X! r/jt(s)S{hsm1m2> k)

6Cmod d) miBoliit rs|d

= S ft(m)̂ fi(s)S(hs,mk)a(d/s),
m＼dk s＼d

which completes the proof.

We now give the S'-analogueof the Petersson-Knopp identity(1.3).

Theorem 20. // n is square-freeand (n, k)―l,then

S 2 S'{ah + bk, dk) = a(n)S'(nh, nk)

ad = n 6(mod d)
<i>0

Proof. We have, by Theorem 19

s

ad=n
d>0

6(mod g)

S'(ah+bk, dk)= S 21 fi(t)^fi(s)S(ahst, k)a(d/s)

ad=n t＼dk s＼d
d>0

If we let m=as, then we have

(6.9) S 2 S'(ah+bk, dk)- S 2] ≪(0 S a(s)S(mht, k)o{n/m)

ad = n 6(mod d) mm Jidft urn
(Z>0 Ill(i= ll!

a a [*(t)S(mht, k)o{n/m) a Ms)

n Ire sid k sim.mire s
md=ns
m>0

2 fi(t)S(ht, k)a(n)

tin*

by Theorem 4.6 of [6]



By (3.3)we have

(6.10)
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S p(t)S(ht, k)= S fJt{t)S{nh,nk/t)
t＼nk t＼nk

=S'(nh, nk),

389

by Theorem 14. If we combine (6.9) and (6.10) we obtain the result and com

plete the proof of the theorem.
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